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Gansey Michael 

Gansey Michael Size L/XL  
You will need: 350-400g SPM Supreme Possum Merino Fur (40% possum, 50% merino, 10% 

silk)  yarn 4-ply (which is available via http://www.possum-wool.com), a circular needle 

3.00mm (80cm), an extra or special cable needle for cabling, a row counter and one needle to 

secure stitches until needed. 

The front and back are stitched in rounds up under the sleeves and will be divided then! 

Front and Back: Length in total: 72cm extra length can be gained by adding some rows to 

the part knitted in plain stitches.  

Cast on 256 stitches on a circular needle and knit in Pattern A for 6cm and then knit Pattern 

C; then knit 10 cm in plain stitches. In this part you can stitch some more rows in plain 

stitches to get a longer piece in total; then divide in two  (128 stitches) and commence with 

Pattern B (117 stitches in total) with the back. Repeat Pattern B 2x from row 13 to 41 (in 

total: Knit Pattern B 3 times!). 5 plain stitches at each side (not shown in the pattern) can 

either be decreased (to create shaped sleeve holes) or knitted as plain stitches at each side of 

the pattern. This is the same at the front. Then cast off at each side 30 stitches and keep the 

middle stitches on a separate needle. 

Front: Stitch either 5 plain stitches or decrease them and knit Pattern B 2x; then follow the 

description for the neck: 

Neck: start with the 2nd repetition of pattern B and cast off in the middle in row 33 1x10, 1x9, 

1x5, 1x3 and 1x2 = 29 stitches decreased in total. Cast off the rest of the stitches. Repeat this 

for the other part of front. 

Pattern A  
 
ppaa 

2 plain stitches, 2 purl stitches*, repeat this pattern. 

Pattern B (for the front and the back)  
  

Paaaaaaaapaaaaaaapzzzzzzzzzzpaaaaaaapvvpppaaaaaaapaapaapvvp41 
apaaaaaaapaapppaapaaaaaaaaaapaapppaapaapappaaaaaapapppapaap39 
papaaaaaapaapppaapaaaaaaaaaapaapppaapvvpaappaaaaapaapaapvvp37 
apapaaaaapaaaaaaapaaaaaaaaaapaaaaaaapaapaaappaaaapaaaaapaap35 
Papapaaaapaaaaaaapaaaaaaaaaapaaaaaaapvvpaaaappaaapaapaapvvp33 
apapapaaapaapppaapaaaaaaaaaapaapppaapaapaaaaappaapapppapaap31 
papapapaapaapppaapaaaaaaaaaapaapppaapvvpaaaaaappapaapaapvvp29 
apapapapapaaaaaaapzzzzzzzzzzpaaaaaaapaapaaaaaaapppaaaaapaaa27 
papapapaapaaaaaaapaaaaaaaaaapaaaaaaapvvpaaaaaappapaapaapvvp25 
apapapaaapaapppaapaaaaaaaaaapaapppaapaapaaaaappaapapppapaaa23 
papapaaaapaapppaapaaaaaaaaaapaapppaapvvpaaaappaaapaapaapvvp21 
apapaaaaapaaaaaaapaaaaaaaaaapaaaaaaapaapaaappaaaapaaaaapaap19 
papaaaaaapaaaaaaapaaaaaaaaaapaaaaaaapvvpaappaaaaapaapaapvvp17 
apaaaaaaapaapppaapaaaaaaaaaapaapppaapaapappaaaaaapapppapaap15 
paaaaaaaapaapppaapzzzzzzzzzzpaapppaapvvpppaaaaaaapaapaapvvp13 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa11 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa9 

ppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp7 

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa5 

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa3 
Ppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp1 
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Gansey Michael 
One half pattern shown! After you have knitted this half pattern read it reverse for the other 

half of your back or front! 

Attention: here only RS rows are shown! The WS rows have to be stitched as they appear! 

When stitching the RS rows read chart from the right to the left! 

p Middle Stich 

p Purl Stitch 

a Plain Stitch 

v The two stitches have to be cabled in the same direction as the stitches with the  z 

symbol. 

z The stitches have to be cabled either to the left side, if you are on the left side of the middle 

stitch or to the right, if you are on the right side of the middle stitch: 

 For the left side: put 5 stitches on an extra needle behind your work and knit the next 5 

stitches, then stitch the stitches on the extra needle 

 For the right side: put 5 stitches on an extra needle in front of your work and knit the next 5 

stitches, then knit the stitches on the extra needle. 

Sleeves: Length in total: 62 cm  

Cast on 68 stitches. Then knit 10cm in Pattern A.  

Knit two rows in plain stitches in which you increase as follows: Increase after every 6th 

stitch by one and increase at the beginning and the end of the next row by one stitch. 

Then follow Pattern C. 
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Gansey Michael 
Pattern C:  

Shown here 2 patterns; one pattern goes over 6 stitches; two patterns shown here for reasons 

of clarification only! Repeat until the end of the row. Attention: RS and WS rows are shown 

here! Read the RS rows from the right to the left, the WS rows from the left to the right! 

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa63 
pppppppppppppppppppppppppppp62 
pppppppppppppppppppppppppppp61 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa6O 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaap59 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaapp58 
aaaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaappa57 
aaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaappaa56 
aaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaappaaa55 
aaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaappaaaa54 
aaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaappaaa53 
aaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaappaa52 
aaaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaappa51 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaapp5O 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaap49 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa48 
pppppppppppppppppppppppppppp47[ 

pppppppppppppppppppppppppppp46 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa45 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa44 
appppppppppppppppppppppppppp43 
pppppppppppppppppppppppppppp42 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa41 
aaaaaaaaaaaaapppppapppppappp4O 
aaaaaaaaaaaaapppppapppppappp39 
aaaaaaaaaaaaapppppapppppappp38 
aaaaaaaaaaaaapppppapppppappp37 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaapppaaapppaaapp36 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaapppaaapppaaapp35 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaapppaaapppaaapp34 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaapppaaapppaaapp33 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaapppaaapppaaapp32 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaapppaaapppaaapp31 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaapaaaaapaaaaap3O 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaapaaaaapaaaaap29 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaapaaaaapaaaaap28 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaapaaaaapaaaaap27 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaapaaaaapaaaaap26 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaapaaaaapaaaaap25 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaapaaaaapaaaaap24 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaapaaaaapaaaaap23 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa22 cast on one stitch 

ppppppppppppppppppppppppppp  21 
ppppppppppppppppppppppppppp  2O 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa  19 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa  18 
ppppppppppppppppppppppppppp  17 
ppppppppppppppppppppppppppp  16 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa  15 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaa  14 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaap  13 
aaaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaapp  12 
aaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaappa  11 
aaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaappaa  1O 
aaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaappaaa    9 
aaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaappaa    8 
aaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaappa    7 
aaaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaapp    6 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaap    5 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaappaaaappaaaa    4 
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa    3 
ppppppppppppppppppppppppppp    2 
ppppppppppppppppppppppppppp    1 
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Gansey Michael 
Afterwards increase at every beginning and at every end of row 1x after the 8th row; 1x after 

the 6th row; 3x after the 4th row; 16x after each 2nd row. The rest of the sleeve is knitted in 

plain stitches. In this part you have the possibility to knit some more rows in plain stitches 

for longer sleeves. 

Decrease: 1x10, 1x5, 7x3, 3x4, 1x5 at the beginning and the end of the piece. 

Collar:    

With RS showing, cast on around the neck of front and back 116 stitches and knit 9 cm in 

Pattern A. Then cast off loosely all stitches and join it on the inside of the collar. 

To finish off:  

Weave in all threads and join all parts together.   

Wash before first wear. The possum fur has to mat! 

 

Finished and hopefully you will like the result! 

 

 

 

© 2010 Monika Sieger  

This design is copyrighted work and available under the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial Share Alike 3.0 

Licence see: http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/ 

 

This pattern has been originally published on http://www.possum-wool.com 

 

 


